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Minutes from 2012 AGM 
 

MEETING HELD WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 29
TH

  2012 AT 6:00PM. 

 

UNIVERSITY OVAL LONG ROOM 

 
30 in attendance 

 

In the Chair: Peter Maddern (except Richard 

Foster chaired for the election of the 

Chairman) 

 

1. APOLOGIES 

 Lamb, Martin, Kernahan, Graetz Venning, 

Maloney, Miles, Uppington, Arnold 

 

2. MINUTES  

The minutes of the previous AGM held 

on 22/02/2011  were confirmed. 

 

3. PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

The President spoke to the President’s 

report. The President reflected on his 

time in the position and thanked those 

who he had seen having the most 

significance at the Club during his time. 

Thanks was given to the Club sponsors. 

The President’s Report for season 2012 

was accepted. 

 

4. TREASURER'S REPORT 

The Treasurer’s Report for 2011 was 

accepted. (printed in the Annual Report). 

The Club was in a good position which 

had been greatly helped by the work of 

Malcom Ashwood in securing 

Memberships. The Club continued to 

look for grants and make the most of 

seeking sponsors. The canteen was a 

success again. The completion of the 

Longroom will also be of a great benefit 

into the future. 

The Treasurer’s Report for season 2011 

was accepted. 

 

5. LIFE MEMBERSHIP 

 Changes to the constitution and the 

criteria for Life Membership saw the 

nomination of 40 Life members. See List 

attached. Nominated by Maddern. 

Seconded Ashwood. Vote carried. 

       Hall of Fame nominees were Fred Bloch 

and Norm Gunning. Nominated 

Maddern. Seconded Lamb. Vote carried 

 

6.   CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES 

      Number of Vice Presidents note to exceed 

10. Moved Bridgwood. Seconded 

Maddern. Motion passed. 

 

7. SEASON DATES 2012 

First Round April 14. 

 



8. COACHES for season 2012 

 The likely lineup of coaches (some to still 

be confirmed) is as follows) 

Team 2012 

A Marcus Trimboli D2 

B Mike O’LearyD2R 

C Paul Rhigas D6 

D Darien O’Reilly C1 

E Ray O’Donnell D6R 

F Sam Tymons C2 

G Ben Warren C3 

 

9. SUBSCRIPTIONS for season 2011 

 The Treasurer’s recommendation to the 

Management Committee that subs 

increase to $160 for undergraduates and 

$230 for post graduates.  

 

10. ELECTION OF OFFICERS season 2012 

The following Officers were elected for 

season 2012. 

Patron James McWha 

President Michael Dadds 

Chairman Sam Bridgwood 

Deputy Chairmen Tom Martin 

Secretary Wayne Abrey 

Ass Secretary Nick Spencer 

Treasurer Isaac Hinton 

Ass Treasurer Craig Uppington 

Football Director Adrian Howard 

Social Coord Sandeep Agarwal 

Communication 

Director 

Nigel Venning 

Marketing 

Manager 

Tristan Hockley 

General Andrew Lamb 

General Evan Arnold 

Club Captain tba 

 

11. ELECTION of Number One Ticketholder 

for 2012 

 Bob Neil was re-elected unopposed. 

 

12. ELECTION of Senior Vice Presidents 

The following were elected unopposed. 

Cam Bryson Mick Kenny 

David Gordon Peter Maddern 

Rick Sarre Egils Olekalns 

Peter Sharley Steve Parker 

John Homburg Egils Olekalns 

 

 

 



13. ELECTION of Honorary Members for 

20012: 

The following were elected. 

Peter Abrey Chris Heath 

Dale Adams Gerald Heath 

Stuart Allan Michael James 

Margaret Ashwood Evan Katsaros 

Ray Ashwood Jim Katsaros 

Brian Austin Sally Kernahan 

Libby Bridgwood Peter King 

Maurie Bridgwood Sally King 

Jean-Marie Alesci Siomon Kokar 

Angelo Cavaiuolo Anne Kurzel 

Will Chapman Frank Kurzel 

Gary Davis Kerry Legrand 

Mike Dawes Nick Lewis 

Georgie Deacon Andrew Martin 

Rabs Douglas Faye Mason 

Julie Downer Bob Miles 

Phil Drew Bev Miles 

Sam Duluk Andrew Muir 

Janne Filmer Irene Neil 

David Gallagher Graeme Mills 

Natalie Gallarello June Mills 

Chris Shopov Ants Nurk 

Prue Meyer Darren Thomas 

 

13. ELECTION of Honorary Members for 

2012: (Continued) 

Helen Parsons John Shopov 

Mark Pittman Amber Sprague 

Tony Ravesi Nikki Trimboli 

Mary Rhigas Louise Venning 

Belinda Ritchie Josie Ventrice 

Evan Maxwell Michael Reid 

Ben Russ John Wallace 

14. ELECTION of Social Committee: 

The following were elected. 

Sandeep Agarwal 

(Chair) 

Ben Lewis 

Isaac Hinton (Treas) Natalie Gallarello 

Matthew Allan (HYB) Patrick Arnfield  

(DC) 

15. ELECTION of Blues Committee 

The following were elected unopposed. 

Tom Martin, Craig Bankes 

16. ELECTION of Auditor 

Hayes Knight was elected unopposed 

17. CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES 

Constitutional changes for notification via 

email, Life Membership and  Hall of Fame 

Members  were put forward and 

accepted. 

 

 

  



AUFC President’s report 2012 
 

Apology 

I am writing this 2012 report in late-February 2013, a day or so before the AGM where this report is 

to be tabled, such are the exigencies of life as a single father of 5, business owner, criminal lawyer 

and President of the biggest football club in the world.   

I was going to do my best to reproduce my annual dinner speech, but find that intention 

compromised due to a lack of any decent notes.  It’s a long story.  It involves lots of children and a 

(car) break-down. I suspect only the aptly-named ‘Tonto the Unusual’ would be interested. 

I am sorry Spence, for making the inclusion of this report in the annual report difficult due to its 

lateness. 

The Presidency 

I saw an interview with Eddie Maguire in which he described how he came to be appointed 

president at Collingwood. He said that it was if he and the other nominees were standing shoulder 

to shoulder along a line. The others all stepped backwards but Eddie missed the cue and stayed 

where he was. He was duly appointed. That’s pretty much what happened to me. I was the only one 

of a group of Vice-Presidents preferred by Young Maddern, the outgoing president, who didn’t flat-

out refuse. Apparently that qualified me for the position.  Nevertheless I feel honoured, privileged 

and utterly humbled to have been elevated to this lofty position in this greatest of all football clubs. 

I have to say I felt at various times through the year the hopelessly vast size of the shoes Peter 

Maddern left for me to attempt to fill. I have had to comfort myself with the reality that it is 

pointless attempting to emulate him. Instead I have had to be content knowing that we have 

necessarily done things differently from each other.  Mostly I expect I have done them less well to 

date.  Hopefully there have been some things, however, that I have done reasonably well. It has 

been a steep learning curve.  I certainly feel more qualified at the commencement of 2013 than I did 

at this time last year.     

Peter (‘Young’; ‘Wide’) Maddern 

Young’s legacy, like that of Chocka’s, is everywhere in this footy club.  Peter commenced as a player 

in 1980.  He played around 150 games in reputedly ‘wide’ fashion, and kicked over 200 goals. He was 



a successful coach of the ‘Glamour Side’.  In 1988 he became Chairman - for a number of years - 

before working overseas.   

Upon his return in 1996 he became President.  He held that post continuously until his retirement 

last year; 16 consecutive years – the club record by a long way.  During the term of his presidency 

the club won no fewer than 28 premierships including a glorious record 5 in 1997 on ‘Super 

Saturday’. The A grade was the dominant division 1 team through the period 1996-2002, playing in 4 

grand finals and winning 2.  

Peter played the pivotal role in the renovation of the park 10 grandstand and in the Bob Neil no. 1 

renovation project (including the wonderful new long-room facility). It is fair to say that he re-

defined the president’s role in terms of the passionate and active interest he brought to it.   

He has also served over the years as tribunal advocate, club spokesman, member of the SAAFL 

executive, charismatic and eloquent ‘Hold Your Bowlies’ host, and much more.   

Peter was made a life member of the Blacks some years ago.  The club owes him an enormous debt 

of gratitude. For my part I am grateful that he saw fit to nominate me as a worthy replacement; for 

his very generous words at the last AGM when I was elected on his nomination; and for his 

friendship since the mid-80s.  His influence at the Blacks is quite unique.  I expect higher honours are 

imminent. 

The Blacks 

I said to an understandably bemused group of A-grade squad members at the beginning of 2012 that 

my impression of the ‘club’ is that it is an entity of its own, with its own identity and values. They are 

not values that we as club members necessarily attach to it; the club just picks values up as it moves 

along in the world, and those values come together to form a ‘culture’. There is no point, I have 

found, in attempting to define the club’s ‘culture’. As soon as you reach out to grasp it, it will pull 

away from you. It is unreachable just as it is indefinable.  It just is.  And it is simply awesome. 

I heard Tadhg Kennelly describe the Sydney Swans’ culture as defined by a “no dickheads” policy.  I’d 

like to say that the Blacks have the same philosophy but I’m fairly confident the truth is that we 

maintain room for a couple of dickheads.  Indeed, we embrace them.  But we don’t have malicious 

dickheads. Our dickheads win JT Goose awards.  Congratulations to Hutchy this year.  I had the good 

fortune of seeing the whole thing unfold. It was a fine performance.  Pure JT Goose gold. 

This club expects nothing of anybody.  It just gives, unceasingly and generously.  It is utterly 

benevolent.  If you give back to it then naturally it is grateful and it will reward you in ways you could 



not have imagined, but it doesn’t demand anything of you. It knows everything.  It knows exactly 

what to do and when to do it.  

This has been my experience throughout my time with the Blacks; and never more-so than in 2012. I 

was a little anxious about the presidency. I worried in particular about the time commitment.  The 

club knew exactly what to do.  It rewarded my time in ways I could not have imagined. I have been 

struck by and gained immense satisfaction from these things in particular: 

Amateurism 

1. the privileged opportunity to be immersed in a quite unique pool of immensely high quality 

young men, in all grades.  Positive thinkers, committed, talented, intelligent, charming, polite, 

respectful, ambitious, oozing integrity; future leaders in society.  What sets our young men 

apart, fundamentally, from other talented footballers in this competition is that they all play 

purely for the love of the game.  It is a wonderfully self-generating philosophy – it means that we 

axiomatically tend to attract the sort of quality young men every other club strives for.  Those 

other clubs just don’t understand. It’s surprising how many outsiders simply don’t believe that 

we can survive at the highest levels without paying our players. This club – and all of its players 

and volunteers - is justifiably proud of its truly amateur status.  It has always been that way and 

it will always be that way.  It makes every win - in every grade - all the more glorious; 

Community 

2. the wonderful sense of community the footy club offers to those who engage with it. I gave this 

example at the annual dinner: I woke up the morning after the Super Saturday 3 grand finals 

feeling slightly precious and in need of family. The kids were with their respective mothers.  

Neither ex – oddly enough - was terribly enthusiastic about seeing me. I thought I’d drop by the 

Cumby and see what was happening at Super Sunday.  I cannot describe what a joy the day was. 

The sense of camaraderie - without distinction for football ability - was palpable.  I emerged into 

darkness outside about 8 hours later, thoroughly intoxicated…with the joy of community.  The 

day was everything the club is famous for; 

Volunteers 

3. the number of fine people prepared to volunteer their time serving this club in one capacity or 

another; and the passion, dedication and joy they bring to what they do.  We have a veritable 

army of volunteers.  We need every one of them.  I congratulate and thank them most sincerely 

for the invaluable work they do, and the grace with which they do it.      



Life members’ induction 

2012 saw the induction of an unusually large number of life members on account of the club’s 

Constitution having been amended to award life membership for 200-game players instead of 250.  I 

did some reflecting on this.  It is a quite remarkable achievement to have played 200 games of 

amateur footy for the Blacks. Given the demands of student life (exams, holidays, snow and so on) 

and the relatively small number of games in a season, you’d have to have played for 12 or 13 years, 

generally, to be close to 200 games. That demonstrates loyalty and dedication worthy of recognition 

at the highest level.  Hearty congratulations to all new life members. It is a richly-deserved honour; 

an absolutely outstanding achievement. 

Hall of fame induction 

2012 saw the introduction of the Blacks’ Hall of Fame. There were 2 inaugural inductees: Fred Bloch 

from the ‘modern’ era, and Dr Norm Gunning from the ‘less modern’ era.  Both of these men have 

had an utterly profound effect on the football club and their elevation as inaugural hall of fame 

inductees is also richly deserved. 

Dr N.S. (Norm) Gunning 

Dr Gunning was an inaugural inductee to life membership at the Blacks in 1952.  His name is, of 

course, ascribed to the A grade best and fairest medal.  The sense of honour attached to receiving 

this award has as much to do with its donor’s history as it does to the club’s history and the history 

of its recipients over the years.  Dr Gunning first donated and presented this award in 1927.  

Dr Gunning commenced at the Blacks in 1922.  He was an outstanding player, either at full forward 

or full back.  He played intervarsity football throughout his Blacks’ playing career (1922-1926), was 

vice-captain of the club in 1926, and received a University ‘Blue’ in 1923 followed by an Australian 

‘Blue’ in 1926.  He represented the State in the inaugural state amateur game in 1925, and again in 

1926.  

In 1923 and 1924 Dr Gunning was club Secretary.  Later, he held the position of President from 1937 

until 1946.  Dr Gunning was an inspirational early leader of the club and served with distinction both 

as an outstanding player and administrator.  

Dr Fred (‘Chocka’) Bloch 

Chocka was an outstanding footballer.  He made his debut for North Adelaide in 1961 having been 

recruited from Berri.   In 1965 he was North Adelaide’s best and fairest.  He played State footy for 



South Australia during the 60s. He was a star in a North Adelaide team that included the 

incomparable Barry Robran. 

Fred was the A2 coach at Uni from 1968 to 1971.  In 1980 he took over as A1 coach.  He coached the 

following year as well.  In 1982 he assumed an administrative role at the Blacks that took various 

forms over the years including secretary, keeper of records, author of annual reports, recruitment 

officer and ultimately ‘football director’.  He was famous for slipping Blacks references into his 

accounting lectures and exams.  

I had the good fortune to be around when Chocka’s ‘administrative’ influence was peaking, from 

about the mid-80s.  Of course I speak of the legend, Bob Neil, the most profound Chocka creation of 

all.  Chocka master-minded and choreographed the whole thing; and the inimitable legend lives on, 

nearly 30 years later.    

Chocka hosted ‘Hold your Bowlies’ virtually every week.  It was ribald, hilarious, touching at times, 

and definitely not PC.  He hosted what has become known as ‘Super Sunday’ in his back yard at 

Netherby for many years.  This was particularly courageous. Fred’s wife Maida dug and later covered 

the toilet pits in the back yard. 

Fred did all things at the footy club through about 30 years of dedicated service.  He was duly 

awarded an Order of Australia in 1999 for “service to youth and Australian Rules Football through 

the Adelaide University football club”.  

The contemporary fabric of the Blacks has Chocka’s fingerprints all over it.  His influence on this 

footy club has been utterly profound.  His elevation to the Blacks’ Hall of Fame has been delayed 

only because we haven’t had a Hall of Fame until now.  He was a unanimous choice as an inaugural 

inductee.  He is truly a club legend. 

Those at the annual dinner will recall Chocka’s acceptance speech.  It could have gone several 

different ways: humble, reverent, lengthy; typical of such speeches…or not.  He chose ‘not’.  It was 

classic Chocka and utterly hilarious.    

Michael Weatherald OAM 

Mick Weatherald (‘Weathers’) is dearly loved by those at the Blacks who know him.  He coached the 

A grade team through the mid-80s and he and Chocka formed a formidable partnership. Weathers 

was awarded an OAM in 2012.   



Weathers knew every player’s name at the Blacks - through all grades – together with their strengths 

and weaknesses.  Typically he focused on their strengths. He made a lot of young men feel really 

good about themselves in their developing years.  His award is a just recognition of his commitment 

and dedication to sport in this State.   

Congratulations 

There are many others to be congratulated for their efforts and achievements in 2012, including but 

not limited to the following: 

 all of those who won club service and merit awards; 

 Nigel (‘Wolverine’) Venning for taking control of the Greys’ football team (the over 35s) and 

making it such a success both on and off the field; 

 coaches, players and support staff of all teams that made the finals; especially the division 2 

reserves team coached by Mick (‘Spud’) O’Leary, which came out of nowhere to snatch a well-

deserved B-grade flag; 

 best & fairest and other trophy winners in all grades.  Seb Paynter was a most deserving winner 

of the Gunning Medal for the best & fairest A grade player; 

 Trimmers, Mase and our A grade team for making the grand final and permitting our elevation 

back to division 1 where most of us feel we ‘belong’.  The players were understandably 

disappointed at losing the grand final.  I’m not going to say the loss didn’t matter, but getting 

back to division 1 was in itself an achievement that brought a lot of joy to a lot of Blacks people; 

 Andrew McIntyre for his selection in the SAAFL team of the year, and Brad Davis for his selection 

in the State under 23 team.  Both had fine seasons.  Macca was one of our prize 2012 recruits, 

along with Josh Willis, Lachy Roach (on a 1 year loan) and the Paynter brothers Seb and Will.  All 

played pivotal roles in our success in 2012; 

 our Intervarsity All-Australians Alex Wills (All-Australian captain), George Hurley-Wellington and 

Charlie Parsons.  We’re pretty hopeful that Alex will join us sooner rather than later (not this 

year regrettably).  George’s game against Tea Hee Gully in the first final was a stand-out in a fine 

season.  He was unstoppable that day.  Charlie Parsons’ improvement through 2012 was quite 

remarkable. He may well be our number one ruckman in 2013; 



 Ben (‘Bunny’) Warren for being awarded the Blacks’ amateur coach of the year.  I had the good 

fortune to witness Bunny’s inspiring leadership and care for his players on several occasions 

through the year; 

Thanks 

Likewise there are many people to thank.  A selection follows (in no particular order): 

 Sam Bridgwood, our indefatigable Chairman.  There is no harder worker at the footy club, I 

venture to suggest; and yet he gets everything done with admirable élan.  I don’t know how he 

does it all.  Moreover, I don’t know how his employer permits him to do it; 

 Malcolm (‘Rulebook’) Ashwood for his tireless work around fund-raising and the Greys and all 

things Blacks-related.  The Greys’ lunches were outstanding successes and a lot of fun.  Malcolm 

put the Melbourne lunch together single-handedly with typical persistence and expertise.  This 

fellow is a star; 

 the committee.  The talent contained within this select group is seriously off the scale.  To a man 

they are dedicated to the preservation and advancement of all things good about the Blacks; 

 Tom Martin (deputy Chairman) and Peter Sharley (Senior Vice President) for their advice and 

assistance on discrete issues through 2012, as well as for their committee involvement; 

 the coaches – all of them.  Those who coach the lower grades do just about everything on match 

days including cooking the barby.  Every one of our coaches inspires admiration for their 

dedication to their team and the footy club.  They are all men of integrity; outstanding role 

models for the young men they coach; 

 team managers, assistants, runners, boundary umpires, water runners, et al. Respect to all; 

 Marcus (‘Aussie Bob’) Trimboli and Jamie Mason.  Both are moving on.  Both are fine men 

indeed, have given outstanding service to the Blacks, and were instrumental in our elevation 

into division 1 (the first time this has happened, incidentally).  Trimmers had outstanding success 

with the A grade without quite reaching the elusive flag.  We hope to retain him as a Vice-

President in 2013.  Mase is interstate.  We wish him all the best and hope to see him whenever 

he can make it out; 



 Mike Daws and the Adelaide Uni Sports Association, who have been enthusiastic supporters of 

ours through 2012.  We are most grateful for Mike’s assistance.  He is a champion bloke; a great 

man to have on our team. 

Tribunal 

2 appearances, 2 acquittals, 1 shattered umpire retired.  Yet another good year. 

2013 – Challenges & Opportunities 

The ‘vibe’ at this time last year was palpably optimistic.  The ‘vibe’ this year is almost overwhelming.  

There are some immense challenges facing the Blacks this year, but there is every reason to be 

confident and excited about our prospects back in division 1.  We have the players, the coaching and 

training staff, and the administrative expertise and support to go one better than SPOC did last year 

(bearing in mind we finished 2nd in div 2 in 2012).  There is no reason, we firmly believe, why Tex 

Walker and Beatle Lennon can’t be lifting the division 1 trophy in 2013. 

Recruiting 

The committee and others have been busy in the off-season.  The list of ‘boom’ recruits to date is 

impressive, and ‘O’ Week is not yet over. 

The likes of Sean Rusling (Collingwood); Lukas Antoniadis (Gepps Cross); Damian Cunningham (North 

Adelaide); and Sam Krieg (Birdwood) will join a formidable A-grade outfit.  All of these young men 

could happily demand big bucks at other clubs but prefer to play for the Blacks for the love of the 

game and the indefinable Blacks ‘culture’.  We welcome them and all other recruits most 

enthusiastically.  I look forward to presenting the traditional bootlaces at the President’s keg in the 

near future. 

Coaching  

Bruce (‘Beatle’) Lennon was appointed A-grade coach for 2013 late last year.  Bruce played AFL for 

Richmond, and well over 200 league games for Sturt, where he is a life member.  He is well known to 

many at the club, universally liked, and regarded very highly indeed.  He brings a wealth of playing 

and coaching experience, an easy-going disposition, and a passion for success.  He has fitted in just 

beautifully as we knew he would. 



Simon (‘Alby’) Dennis is Beatle’s assistant.  Simon likewise played at Richmond and Sturt, also has 

extensive coaching experience, and likewise brings a cool head and easy disposition.  He is a 

significant asset to the coaching team and the club. 

John (Jack) Paynter provided some back-seat strategic coaching insights last year.  In 2013 he joins 

the coaching team on a more formal basis as ‘chairman of selectors’.  John is a Sturt legend – a 

champion player - and father of A-grade stars Seb and Will.  He is a thoughtful and insightful football 

observer.  There aren’t many - at any level - with more experience and expertise.     

David Barnes is the strength and conditioning coach for 2013, having joined us part way through 

2012.  The A grade squad has been training since November last year.  Feedback suggests that 

Barnesy’s dedication and innovative training methods will result in the fittest squad the Blacks have 

ever fielded.  He is a great asset to the footy club.      

Our coaching and conditioning team is 2nd to none in this competition and likely to be the envy of 

many of our wealthier rivals. We are well-placed indeed. 

Sadly, at the time of writing our 2012 C-grade coach Paul (‘Cyril’) Rhigas has given notice.  Cyril has 

been a passionate Blacks man since he joined us from a Broads-view.  He will be sadly missed as 

coach, but will hopefully remain firmly involved in some other capacity.   

Women’s Footy 

The Blacks will have a team in the women’s competition in 2013!  This is a welcome and overdue 

innovation.  It will be fascinating to watch this take shape.   

The Greys 

Both the undefeated over-35s team and the Greys in more general terms are pivotal to the ongoing 

success of the Blacks.  Membership of the Greys brings untold benefits.  Any potential Grey reading 

this who hasn’t heard from Rulebook will hear from Rulebook shortly, make no mistake.  When the 

Greys machine is set in motion (e.g. in relation to career opportunities for young Blacks) it is an 

astonishing thing to behold.  Our alumni network is awesome.  

Parents 

We held the inaugural parents’ day at Bob Neil no. 1 during an A-grade match last year.  Matty Allan 

and others went to considerable trouble to make it work.  It provided an opportunity for parents and 

club officials to meet and mingle over lunch.   It was a great success; long overdue, and something 

we intend to focus on more in 2013. 



The long-room 

This has proved to be everything we hoped it would be; a multi-purpose venue with the most 

spectacular game day view of grass-roots footy in the State.   

A particular highlight in 2012 was the match day lunch hosted by our generous sponsors Minter 

Ellison Lawyers.  Wayne Jackson, former star Black and premiership player, dual All-Australian 

amateur and CEO of the AFL; and the Vice Chancellor Warren Bebbington were notable attendees.   

A further highlight was the reunion lunch for the incredibly successful Blacks of the 1960s.  Multi-

premiership Coach Alan Greer and champion player (All-Australian captain) John Sangster joined the 

A-grade players in the rooms pre-game and then were able to join in the club song with the B-grade.  

It was a delight to be there to see the joy it brought to Alan and John.    

The long-room will continue to be a major attraction and source of funding for the Blacks.  It is a 

fantastic facility. 

Sponsors 

2012 was our first season at The Cumby and we were thrilled with the relationship that has 

developed between the owners (specifically John Waltham and Tom Waltham), the staff and the 

club. Notwithstanding some teething problems as we all adapt to more regimented liquor licensing 

laws (vodka pyramids are a no no for future reference) the staff were always respectful and 

understanding of our members and we trust the reverse was also true. We see this as a long term 

partnership and look forward to growing our numbers and events at the Cumby again this year. 

The Blacks are also most grateful for the generous support of our corporate sponsors Angoves 

Family Winemakers (Alex Worthington), Minter Ellison Lawyers (Andy Cosh), T & R Pastoral (Darren 

Thomas), Hayes Knight Accountants and Business Advisers (Grant Miles) and McArthur Recruitment 

(Matt Hobby); together with our various individual sponsors, donors and members.  Thanks to 

Rulebook, membership is at an all-time high.  We look forward to continued support through 2013. 

 

Lights 

We are currently seeking funding - with the assistance of the Sports Association - for a lighting 

upgrade.  Initially the focus will be on Bob Neil no. 1, with a view to bringing the lights at the main 

oval to match standard so as to permit night games; particularly where Saturday games will 



otherwise clash with AFL matches at the new Adelaide Oval.  Over time we hope to upgrade the park 

10 and other lighting to an acceptable standard. 

Administration Assistance 

Funding has been approved through the Sports Association (with an equal contribution from us) for 

an administration officer to be employed by the University, based in the Sports Association office, 

dedicated to working (at least part-time) for the Blacks.  We expect that a suitably qualified expert 

will be capable of providing assistance in all areas of Blacks’ administration including but not limited 

to pro-active and targeted marketing, sponsorship, funding and grant opportunities.  Our hopeful 

expectation is that this assistance will effectively pay for itself in quick time.  It is a great opportunity 

for us and one we intend to take full advantage of. 

Anzac Day 

Plans are in place to host an Anzac Day match at Uni Oval.  This is a really exciting concept.  We are 

working to make it a reality. 

The APPS 

I will paraphrase on this topic, hopefully without losing any of the relevant subtleties or accuracy: 

Perhaps the greatest challenge facing the Blacks in 2013 is the operation of the “Approved Player 

Points System” administered by the Community Football League.  The Amateur League – along with 

most other leagues in this State – is affiliated with the Community Football League and has 

accordingly adopted the APPS as, effectively, a replacement for the demonstrably unwieldy ‘salary 

cap’.  (Imagine that; a ‘salary cap’ in the “Amateur” league). 

The APPS applies a scale of points that attach to a player recruited to the SAAFL, according to where 

that player was recruited from.  Country leagues and SANFL reserves recruits attract 3 points; SANFL 

league players attract 4 points; players recruited directly from the AFL attract 5 points; players 

recruited from rival SAAFL clubs attract 2 points.  The A grade team at every club is permitted a total 

of 15 points only in every minor round game; increasing to 17 for finals matches. 

The APPS applies to all clubs in the SAAFL.  It applies to us notwithstanding that (a) it is a 

replacement for the salary cap and (b) we have never, do not, and will never pay anybody to play 

footy for the Blacks.  This is not, however, its most ironic feature as it applies to the Blacks.  More 

ironic is that, notwithstanding our purely amateur status – in contradiction to just about every other 

“amateur league” club – the APPS actively disadvantages us in quite profound fashion:  



any player who returns to the SAAFL club where he played junior football returns to that club 

(regardless of where he was recruited from) for zero points.  We do not, of course, have juniors - 

unlike the vast majority of the district clubs - and cannot therefore avail ourselves of this concession.  

We have given the junior concept considerable thought.  It remains a thought only, for all sorts of 

practical reasons.   

You might think the college clubs would suffer the same disadvantage. During the first (trial) year of 

the operation of the APPS, however, it was apparently agreed at Executive level that the old scholar 

clubs could have the benefit of the junior concession for players who had played football for the 

school the old scholar club is said to represent.   

Let’s say we were hoping to pick up a lad who had most recently played AFL football and had 

attended St Peter’s College and played footy for the school.  The same player would come to us with 

5 points (1/3rd of our weekly allowance), but would go to SPOC for zero points and would therefore 

have no effect on their weekly allowance.  Similarly an AFL player who had played junior football at 

Broadview would return to that club with a zero points allocation but would attract 5 points at the 

Blacks. 

Prior to 2012 various promises had been made: Uni was a special case; we would be looked after; 

there was no need to worry about the APPS.  Notwithstanding these promises we were somehow 

left out of the College exemption granted in 2011.  Indeed, it would appear that we were in the dark 

about it until much later.  It would appear that the college exemption did not make it to a delegates’ 

vote in the usual way.  (The delegates represent each of the SAAFL member clubs).    

We agitated this issue at various times in various forums through 2012.  We met with the CFL and 

the SAAFL.  We were told that we would need to bring an application to the delegates to permit the 

simple amendment to the SAAFL regulations we sought.  Naturally our application was unsuccessful, 

notwithstanding that it sought simply to permit a legitimately-enrolled student of a tertiary 

institution to play for the football club representing that institution for zero points, and was ably 

argued by deputy Chairman Tom Martin.  Why, after all, would any rival club delegate vote for an 

amendment that might permit us to compete on a more level playing field? 

It is hardly surprising, actually, that we find ourselves in this position. Historically the Blacks have 

consistently had to battle against the odds.  It is one of the reasons why we are easily the most 

successful amateur club in the history of the competition.  Adversity makes us stronger, and we have 

integrity (and Bob Neil) on our side.   



We have not yet had to face the reality of picking an A grade team according to our points tally.  

Hopefully we will avoid this again in 2013.  It will be a sad day indeed; an outrageous disgrace 

arguably, if one of the few truly amateur clubs in this competition - one of the finest representatives 

of inclusive, grass-roots, amateur sport in the State - is forced to bow to this sorry inequity.  

That said, we expect to win this battle as we have many others over the years.  We have additional 

options to explore yet.  It may be that the APPS consumes itself in time in any event, as it happens.  

It is a half-baked monster, with all due respect, as is the unilateral college concession. 

Finally 

There is a tangible air of expectation around the club as we prepare for 2013: a real sense that – 

with the depth of talent and experience we have at all levels in all grades – we can make some very 

special things happen this year, both on and off the field; Bob willing.  The footy club will be a great 

place to be in 2013. 

 

 

 

MICHAEL DADDS 
President, AUFC      
  



2012 Treasurer’s Report 
 

In recent times, the strong performing AFL clubs have correlated their high performance to the 

significant financial commitment they provide at and around their ground.  

Based on the financial performance of the AUFC in 2012, the correlation appears to have some 

statistical significance with a marked success this year, coupled with a very large expense account. If 

you were to hypothesise one step further and assume we were fortunate enough to win the Division 

2 Premiership, then the trend would have almost put us at a zero cash position for the year end. 

Whilst 2012 was the year that will go down in the Annuals of AUFC folklore as the year we retained 

our longstanding position in Division 1, it won’t go down as one of the more memorable in terms of 

financial performance and financial sustainability. 

Before I dwell on the challenges ahead, there were indeed some achievements to the way the 

treasury operated in 2012. The first of which was bring our banking into the 21st century with direct 

debit facilities. This certainly made payment to creditors a simpler process, which requires approval 

of two committee members online. Excessive bank fees with ANZ remains an issue and treasury is 

currently looking at alternative to further improve the costs associated with financial management. 

The second was to convert our management accounting software to an online tool, Xero. This has 

provided the committee with real time access to the finances of the club and ensuring historical data 

cannot be lost. I have had some difficulty in transferring our accounts to the new software, but this 

tool should put us in good stead for the future. As a result, I apologise for not having final accounts 

to present today. Given time has gotten away and with so many transactions to reconcile in the new 

system, we would rather get this right to correctly present the accounts in the coming weeks. 

Rulebook in 2012 continued to push the boundaries of legal telephone sales under the 

Communications Act 2010, with another solid membership/sponsorship drive. Financial 

members/player sponsors contribute approximately 30% of the clubs revenue. Book - I will miss your 

daily phone calls about seemingly random things. No doubt you will be calling me soon and hassling 

me to be a Bob Neil member. Will be all too happy to oblige. 

The canteen remained a success again this season helped along by our home final and to the 

fantastic completion of the Long Room. On behalf of the management committee I sincerely thank 

all who help make the Canteen a success in the Long Room and particularly Bob Miles for giving up 

their time every Saturday. Bob was always there staying much later for when the lads come back to 

enjoy a delicious West End (which I miss over here in the West. Emu export is Shit). 

Sponsorship was another area of positive consolidation. Particular thanks should go to Tristan 

Hockley and Evan Arnold among others who continued these relationships with our key sponsors. 

We trust our brand power up to Division 1 will ensure we retain these financial sponsors for the 

years to come. 

Now to the areas of concern….  



Our losses from social events this year were the biggest factor in the sub-standard financial 

performance of 2012. In recent years, the Blacks Ball has become a difficult proposition to remain as 

a key fundraising activity for the club. Costs associated with proper security, venue hire, insurances, 

responsible persons and safety equipment has now increased the cost of the event by approximately 

35% in the last three years. However, these precautions are what are necessary now days to 

continue to attract the innocent ladies of the Eastern Suburbs to be become totally corrupted. That 

being said, I take nothing away from Sandeep and his team who did a fantastic job, once again, in 

arranging our main annual event, on a much safer and responsible level. The viability must be turned 

around this year, via an increase in prices or we need to revisit how we hold this event, and dare I 

say, if at all in its current form. 

Similarly too was the financial cost from the End of Year Dinner. Again not wanting to take away 

from the fantastic achievements of 2012, which did deserve celebration, when the cost of a ticket 

worked out at over $130 a ticket to the club and sold at a loss of $100 or $75 per adult or student, 

respectively, when this is added over 130+ people, the financial result doesn’t lie. 

Merchandise continues to be the area of concern from a treasury department point of view with the 

decision made to make a large non-cash stock write-down. This decision was made in part due to 

some merchandise being two years old but mainly due to the fact that the inventory is no longer 

there; People who have ‘purchased’ these goods, forgot to leave the money behind. In 2013, 

progress is being made to order goods on an ‘ordered and paid’ basis, to avoid purchasing inventory 

up front. 

Finally, the view that the Club has a lot of money needs to be made corrected and emphasised this is 

not the case. Too often this year people went off and purchased items thinking “We have plenty of 

Money, Juice will reimburse us”. While I and the committee was also guilty of thinking our financial 

position is secure, completing the end of year accounts has shown otherwise. For the team 

managers, coaches and volunteers in 2013, the willingness to reimburse without prior consultation is 

unlikely to continue. Again, something that I take responsibility for in poor management in 2012, but 

unfortunately a lack of time being in WA and this role becoming larger each year was hard to focus 

on. With a larger treasury group, this will be improved on in 2013. 

Thank you to you all for the incredible help and support over 2012. I do not profess to being an 

expert financial accountant and have appreciated your patience with receiving payments or trying to 

reconcile the 100’s of transactions. It is with some regret that I leave this position, with the feeling I 

have some unfinished business in this role. However, with two qualified accountants in Beilby and 

‘Snake’, the financials will be in a great position for 2013. 

Look forward to flying over on 15 September (at the latest) to see a Div 1 Flag. 

 

Juice Hinton  

 

  



2012 Milestones 
 

250 Games 
Adrian Howard 
Simon Ritchie 

Wesley Legrand 
200 Games 

Thomas Martin 
Scott Uppington 

150 Games 
Simon Lewis 

Andrew Lines 
Matthew Henderson 

100 Games 
George Whitington 

William Evans 
John Beilby 

James Dundon 

Andrew Wright 
Dan Barratt 
1350 Goals 

Darren Graetz 
450 Goals 

Adrian Howard 
200 Goals 

Scott Uppington 
Clark Roberts-Thomson 

Patrick Mulvihill 
150 Goals 

Nigel Venning 
100 Goals 
Brant Ellis 

Raymond O'Donnell 
Jason Cameron 

 

A.U.F.C. all-time leading goals 
Since electronic stats in 1981 

Name Goals 

 A.U.F.C. all-time leading games 
Since electronic stats in 1981 

Name  
Darren Graetz 1353  Darren Graetz 469 
Digby Hancock 720  Michael Bird 313 
Evan Arnold 532  Mariusz Danielak 304 
Adrian Howard 477  Andrew Muir 303 
Alexander Hancock 447  William Scott-Young 301 
Darien O'Reilly 409  Clinton Rule 291 
Peter Maddern 343  Adrian Howard 270 
Ben Vezis 338  Graham Burton 266 
Tim Burfield 326  Simon Ritchie 260 
Nicholas Vezis 323  Wesley Legrand 256 
 

 

  



Division 2 – Aussie Bob and the Contract Killers 
 

Coach: Marcus Trimboli Captain: Tom Walker 

  

 

In the End… 
Being the coach of this great club has been all consuming, but it’s been a brilliant, life 

changing experience. Meeting wonderful people is the underpinning highlight for myself; all 

who share in riding the emotions that go with being part of Australian Football. So, in 

leaving, I need to say thanks for giving me the opportunity to join the greatest club in the 

world and to be able to take many fond memories. 

I’ve been lucky to work with and enjoy total support from a top notch club committee led by 

Michael Dadds and Sam Bridgwood.  Their hard work along with constant enthusiasm for 

the betterment of the club is remarkable. John Kernahan has been a wonderful sounding 

board for myself and is a huge loss to the club, but obviously a wonderful recruit for the 

SAAFL. Howie, Screech and Isaac have continued to put long hours in for the club and most 

players don’t understand the off field commitment made by committee members. It’s often 

a thankless job. So, thank you. 

I’ve been privileged to work with a committed group of coaches again this season. Mase has 

been a brilliant confidant and made my time at the club all the more invigorating. Mike 

O’Leary is an exceptional addition to the place and the B grade premiership success is more 

than deserved for him and all involved. The gnarly beast that is the lower grades led by the 

dedicated coaches; Cyril, Darien, Sam, Ray and Ben. They’re an eclectic mix of club men all 

searching for truth, justice and the next Wes Legrand! I’ve appreciated their support, 

cooperation and partly understand their week to week struggles. 



I’ve been extremely lucky to have Boz as the A grade team manager. He’s made my job all 

the more easy and enjoyable by just getting done, what has to be done, and then some. No 

job is too great for Boz and I’ve appreciated his commitment and assistance. Nick Emmett 

has been brilliant again this year as our runner and when we needed reinforcements in 

came Luke Holland to help out. We were fortunate to have the services of fitness coaches 

Daniel Buberis for part of the preseason and David Barnes throughout the second half of the 

season, who brought a sense of professionalism with them that the players and I certainly 

valued. Leading Edge has once again provided enormous service to the club. It’s an 

important affiliation that needs to continue. James Trotter, Andrew Darcy, Michael Taylor, 

Sophie Ricketts, Paul Farmer and of course, all the Physio students do a brilliant job with 

their professional care for the players. I mustn’t forget the tireless water boys and girls from 

Blackfriars, Pembroke and the Dadds and Swincer families. Angelo for his range of jobs 

around the place on match day, Dr Peter Sharley, Stuart Allan and Clayton Leslie for their 

assistance when regularly needed.  

I’d like to thank the great club men in Malcolm Ashwood and Bob Miles, who continue to 

give so much of their time to the club essentially for the benefit of the players. Thanks to 

Mike Dawes from the A.U. Sports Association and Dan and the ground-staff for the facilities 

that are second to none. And of course all the generous major sponsors - the Cumby, Hayes 

Knight, T&R Pastoral, Angove’s, Minter Ellison and all other sponsors, members and 

supporters.  

And finally, I must thank the players for their support and efforts over the past three years. 

With skipper Tom Walker and the A grade leaders, the players have truly begun to create 

their own culture and I’m sure you’re all on the right path.  It’s been a pleasure to coach 

such a fine group of men. I’m very proud to be able to be part of the club when we managed 

to earn promotion back into Division 1. 

So while I am really having mixed feelings to be leaving the coaching position, I feel 

confident the club is in a good place. It’s actually a perfect time for a new coach and it’s an 

exciting phase. The A grade have an opportunity to take this famous club into the next 

golden era. You only have to look at SPOC. Their past three seasons show what can happen. 

They’ve had fewer recruits than us in this period, kept their main squad together and have 

gone from missing the finals in D2 to their consecutive flags. They’ve obviously created a 

great approach and worked extremely hard, but what a great reward?   

The hurt, frustration, disappointment and missed opportunity from the lost Grand Final 

must be used as a form of motivation to strive for bigger and better honours. The extensive 

Latin quote printed on our preseason tank-tops (as translated) actually still rings true … 

“Be patient and tough; one day this pain will be useful to you” 



The disillusionment and regret from a grand final loss can act as additional motivation for 

future rewards. This, along with belief and a genuine commitment from everyone, can 

create opportunities for success. My experience tells me, that as long as the A and B grade 

players from this season play on, a few quality recruits make their way to the club, and the 

players focus on improving all facets to their game, especially their strength and 

conditioning over the preseason, 2013 CAN continue the upward spiral.  

As the great Washington Redskins 3 time Super Bowl coach Joe Gibbs said, “The will to win 

is meaningless without the will to prepare!” 

So, take the bull by the horns and hang on for a great ride! Enjoy and Bob Bless! 

 

Season 2012 A Grade Awards 

Best and Fairest (Gunning Medal) –  

Seb Paynter 

Best and Fairest Runner up –  

Andrew McIntyre 

Most Effective – Will Paynter 

Best Team Man – Alex Quin 

Most Improved –  

George Hurley-Wellington 

Best in Finals – Callum Rohde 

Leading Goal Kicker – Ben Lewis 

Best and Fairest top votes… 

1. Seb Paynter – 165 

2. Andrew McIntyre – 129 

3. Will Paynter – 120 

4. Lachlan Roach – 104 

5. Brad Davis – 102 

6. Tom Bateman – 76 

7. Alex Quin – 68 

8. Jack Lewis – 62 

9. George Hurley-Wellington – 54 

10. Andrew Alesci – 53 

10. Josh Willis – 53 

 

 

 

  



Division 6 Reserves – Sugar Ray and the Cowboys from Hell 
 

Coach: Ray O’Donnell  

Well… 
Round 1 proved it was going to be a long year in the 6 reserves...Spence – team manager for the day 

– forgot the team sheets, we were playing out at Ingle Farm & Dirty was umpiring. Come the final 

siren we were up by a point on the scoreboard, my scorecard & our goal umpires card, only to be 

informed (after singing the song on the ground in front of the clubrooms) that their team manager 

had lost the paperwork and it was called a draw! 

So, the first season of the Cowboys From Hell was certainly a testing one, the club seemingly 

suffering from soft injuries up top, so down the grades our numbers were consistently low. 

We fielded a very wide variety of players from 1st year noobs to those almost of pension age. Our 

vast assortment of players were born in the 60’s, 70’s, 80’s & 90’s. 

Some of the elderly club legends to slowly meander out of retirement for one last chance to pull on 

a blacks guernsey were: 

·The Waddle Duck, Sandy Hancock, Strawbs, Judas, Dima, Yuppy Uppy, Cyril & everyone’s favorite 

self-confessed celebrity ‘the Jerk’ 

The other, and younger, end of the scale involved unearthing plenty of guys playing their first ever 

games of footy & a few in their first year at the blacks. It was great to see these guys get amongst it, 

both on the field & at the Cumby. 

We didn’t win many games & missed out on finals (cue self indulgent insert) – for the first time since 

my footy career began in ’95 - but i’m confident the year was a success in building for the future. A 

great group of guys stuck together, had some fun & hopefully they can go on to have stellar careers 

involving many flags at the world’s greatest football club. 

Big Al’s Grandson won a very close B & F count, Hobbsy kicked the most goals & was best team man, 

Stormy Somers best nickname & we even had a few milestones along the way including the Sexy 

Pimp kicking a goal after the siren in his 250th.... 

Big thanks to all the support staff who made my life easier for most of the season....and i have to 

mention Screecher here. Not only did he play all 18 games - even though he pulled 15 hammys & 3 

calf muscles - but all the extra work he did around the team, and club, was priceless. 

 

 


